Dear Reception children,
We have come to the end of the year and what a year
it’s been! Although it hasn’t gone to plan, we have really enjoyed the time we had together and hope you did
as well.
We are so proud of how far you all have come, the
things you have achieved and what polite, lovely children you all are. It’s incredible to think of how grown
up you have all become.
Some of our favourite memories from this year have
been our trip to post Santa’s letters and when he flew
over school with replies, visiting the Radlett Theatre to
watch The Room on the Broom and watching you all
shine in our The Bossy King Christmas play.
We will really miss you. We know that it might be a
little daunting for you, coming back in September, but
your Year 1 teachers are really excited to meet you and
we will be there to help settle you as well.
Have a lovely, relaxing summer. Please remember to
read and practise your phonics as much as possible.
Lots of Love,
Katy, Abbie, Dominika, Sally, Daniella, Catherine & Laura
x

SUMMER HOME LEARNING
Whilst it is important to now take time to relax and enjoy your summer holidays, we would ask that you prioritise phonics and reading over the next six
weeks. Reading is something that many adults love to do whilst on holiday, so
why not foster this love with children. Just spending 15 to 30 mins a day on
phonics and reading will greatly benefit your child and prepare them for the
transition into Year 1. Playing phonics games can be fun and enjoyable for the
whole family and reading together can be a very special thing.
In Year 1 the children will be expected to write much more and will work in
larger, more independent groups. Making sure that they know their phase 2
and phase 3 sounds and how to write them is of utmost importance.
PHONICS GAMES:
Attached are the phase 2 and phase 3 sound mats. Please cut out each sound
to create sound cards. You can then use these cards to play a little game each
day:










Matching pairs
Hide and seek
Creating alien names
Snap
Treasure hunts
Chinese whispers
Passwords to get into each room
Sticking them on household items that contain the sound
Speed read—try and beat your time each day

At the end of Year 1, there is a National Phonics test where children are expected to correctly sound out real and alien words; using their phase 2 and 3
sounds, and new sounds learnt in Year 1. I have attached some alien word
worksheets to practise over the summer.
Please remember that Phonics Play is an excellent online game platform that is
currently free when using the username: March20 and password: Home. Topmarks is also a useful free website.
Having a firm grip on their phonics is vital for Year 1 and will be the best way
to get your child ready for their transition in September.
Also attached to this document is a summer reading challenge and a summer
activities challenge which include some Maths and Science activities.

Resource contents
Phase 2 sounds—page 4
Phase 3 sounds—page 5

Alien or real words—pages 6—9
Reading challenge—page 10
Summer activities challenge—page 11

Phase 2

Phase 3

READING IDEAS: Can you complete this reading challenge? Tick off
each box as you go along and list the books on the back. If you complete the
challenge bring this sheet back to show your new teacher!

